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Abstract 

 

A COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS BY THE TEXT 

READING AND COMPREHENSION (TRC) ASSESSMENT AND AN INFORMAL 

READING INVENTORY 

 

Amie Brock Snow 

B.A., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill  

M.A., Appalachian State University 

Ed.D., Appalachian State University 

 

 

Dissertation Committee Chairperson:  Darrell Morris 

 

 

This study compared the administration of, and results yielded by, two different 

contextual reading instruments (an informal reading inventory [IRI] and the Text Reading 

and Comprehension inventory [TRC]). The purpose was to determine which instrument 

would provide the most valid assessment of children’s reading ability. The study targeted 

the TRC because it recently has become the required reading assessment for primary-

grade students (K – 3) in the state of North Carolina. IRI assessments have a long 

tradition of use for assessing children’s reading levels. 

A trained team of teachers administered both reading assessments to 196 first-, 

second-, and third-grade students. A third informal test (word recognition-timed) was 

administered to a randomly-selected one third of the 196 students. Word recognition-

timed (WR-t) served as a neutral measure to which student performance on the IRI and 

TRC could be compared.  
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Results showed clear differences between the IRI and the TRC in regard to 

administration time and student reading level yielded. The TRC assessments took nearly 

three times as long to administer as the IRI assessments. The student reading levels 

yielded by the respective assessments were significantly different, with the IRI levels 

higher and more often in agreement with the neutral measure, WR-t. The data revealed 

that the TRC systematically underestimated students’ reading instructional level, in most 

cases because testing was terminated prematurely, owing to poor student performance on 

written comprehension questions. 

That the state-mandated TRC took an inordinate amount of time to administer 

(approximately 1 hour) and tended to underestimate children’s reading ability are 

important findings and cause for concern. Several suggestions for improving the 

assessment are offered, including (a) eliminating written comprehension questions, (b) 

administering fewer reading passages, and (c) including reading rate as a factor in 

determining a student’s instructional level.     
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Chapter One: Introduction 

 

 

As I look back on my educational career of almost 12 years, I believe that the 

2012–2013 school year ushered in the most change. We began the year with a brand new 

curriculum filled with new standards, new terminology, and new expectations for our 

teachers and our students. That school year also brought new assessments and new 

pressures for teachers as they became the object of more intense scrutiny by 

governmental agencies at all levels—federal, state, and local. A business mentality began 

to predominate, with the goal of improving educational results while economizing on 

spending.   

As curriculum coordinator in an urban, elementary school (K – 5) in central North 

Carolina, my job is to assist classroom teachers with assessment and instruction. The past 

two years I have had to attend many state- and district-sponsored meetings, where I am 

asked to take back (and explain) to an already overburdened teaching staff even more 

regulations and requirements. I have done my job. I have helped implement the new 

assessment and accountability procedures in my school while, at the same time, urging 

my teachers to stay focused on what matters most—the children’s learning. However, 

there are days when we become disoriented in the jumbled piles of documents, data files, 

and ever-changing accountability requirements. 

As an educator, I am convinced that we must meet the challenges of a new 

curriculum and new assessment measures with energy, commonsense, and courage. We 

must continue to question and reflect on what is or is not working for children, and we 

must expect our administrators to do the same. Any new, mandated curriculum or 
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assessment should be able to stand up to analysis and criticism, and its proponents, be 

they educators, businessmen, or politicians, should welcome changes that improve 

student learning.  

Reading Assessment in North Carolina: 2013-2014  

The assessment and teaching of reading have long been debated topics. Reading is 

a subject (or skill) that teachers struggle to teach well when they have classrooms full of 

children reading at different instructional levels. There have been ongoing debates among 

researchers and practitioners regarding the “best” ways to assess and teach reading. 

Commercial programs regularly promise to raise reading achievement levels, and many 

school districts pay millions of dollars to implement these teacher-proof programs. Yet, 

many of our children (perhaps 30% on average) leave fourth grade unable to read at 

grade level (National Center for Education Statistics, 2013). In short, despite hand-

wringing, money-making, and, recently, government mandating, teaching all children to 

read competently is still a major problem for our schools. 

The most recent government mandate in North Carolina began during the 2013-

2014 school year. The North Carolina Read to Achieve law (Excellent Public Schools 

Act, House Bill 950, 2012) requires all third graders to pass a standardized reading test at 

the end of the school year. Those children who fail to pass the reading test risk not being 

promoted to fourth grade. Such a test-based promotion policy obviously puts new and 

considerable pressure on students, their parents, and their teachers.  

Recognizing the fact that passing a third-grade reading test depends, in large part, 

on children getting off to a good reading start in the first few years of school, the new 

state law requires careful monitoring of children’s reading progress throughout the 
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primary grades (K – 3). The law specifically requires all primary-grade teachers to 

administer, three times per year (fall, winter, and spring), two formative reading 

assessments: a skills-based assessment called Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy 

Skills or DIBELS (Kaminski & Good, 1996), and a passage-reading assessment called 

Text Reading Comprehension or TRC (Wireless Generation, 2012). Over the next few 

years, North Carolina schools will rely heavily on TRC data to determine student reading 

proficiency and growth. The TRC data will also be used to evaluate teacher performance 

according to Standard 6 of the state’s new Teacher Evaluation tool. In short, new 

mandated formative reading assessments, particularly the TRC, will significantly affect 

North Carolina students and teachers in the coming years. 

Evaluating a Reading Test   

Given the potential influence of the Text Reading Comprehension (TRC) 

assessment, it seems important to examine its implementation characteristics and validity. 

Up to now, there has been little, if any, careful study of the TRC, despite the fact that its 

use is being mandated state-wide by the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction. 

In many cases, teachers, who have been relying on other informal reading assessments, 

are now being prevented from using them. In the present study, I will look at how the 

TRC made its way into North Carolina classrooms and why so many administrative 

leaders and politicians support its implementation. The TRC, developed by a company 

called Wireless Generation (now named Amplify), promises an easily-administered test 

and accurate results that will directly and positively influence reading instruction in the 

classroom. The Wireless Generation marketing brochures (n.d.) state that TRC “will 
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eliminate the labor-intensive process of administering a reading assessment in the 

traditional paper-and-pencil manner and ensure consistency across classrooms.” 

Interestingly, the computer-administered TRC bears a striking resemblance to the 

traditional paper-and-pencil test that it aims to replace—that is, the informal reading 

inventory (IRI). Both the TRC and the IRI, which has been around for 60 years, are 

passage reading assessments that measure oral reading accuracy, rate, and 

comprehension, with the goal of establishing an optimal reading instructional level for 

the student (e.g., third grade). The basic formats of the two tests are similar, with, 

however, some important differences in scoring and interpretation. It seems obvious that 

a direct comparison of the two assessments is needed. For example, how do the two tests 

agree or differ in (a) the way reading is measured, (b) the time required for administration 

and scoring, and (c) the results yielded that may affect student instructional placement. 

The purpose of this study is to provide a careful evaluation of the TRC and IRI. 

By assessing a large number of primary-grade (first through third grade) students with 

both instruments, an empirical comparison of their effectiveness will be made. The study 

is proactive in nature. That is, it anticipates a major, state-wide change in how reading 

will be assessed in primary-grade classrooms over the next decade.  

It also has the potential to inform North Carolina teachers, administrators and 

policy makers about the effectiveness of this change. For example: 

 Is the TRC accurate in identifying a student’s reading instructional level?  An 

accurate reading assessment guides correct instructional placement, which is 

particularly important in a period when the state is expecting all children to be 

reading on grade level by the end of third grade. 
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 Does the TRC take a reasonable amount of time to administer?  This question is 

important given that the test must be administered to all children in a classroom 

three times per year.  

 Does the present validation of the TRC—its ability to accurately measure student 

reading skill in a reasonable amount of time—justify its potential use as a teacher 

evaluation instrument?     

Results from this study may support the continued use of the TRC in its present form, 

suggest changes to its administration and scoring that will improve the assessment, or 

provide reason to discontinue the use of the TRC in North Carolina schools.  
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

 

 

A comparative study of the Text Reading and Comprehension assessment (TRC) 

and an informal reading inventory (IRI) requires background information on each 

assessment and a description of their respective procedures for test administration and 

interpretation of results. I will begin with a discussion of the informal reading inventory 

and then show how the TRC is really an adaptation of this type of assessment instrument. 

Informal Reading Inventory (IRI) 

An informal reading inventory (IRI) is an assessment instrument used by teachers 

to determine a student’s reading instructional level. Using several pieces of data (reading 

accuracy, reading rate, and reading comprehension), an IRI helps teachers place students 

in appropriately-leveled reading materials. This study uses the IRI from the Appalachian 

State University Reading Clinic; however, the administration, scoring and interpretation 

of this IRI is consistent with many other published IRI assessments (e.g., Johns, 2012; 

Leslie & Caldwell, 2010; Woods & Moe, 2011). 

History. In a landmark textbook, Emmett Betts (1946) introduced and 

popularized an assessment that has come to be known as the informal reading inventory 

or IRI. The IRI was essentially a series of graded passages (first grade, second grade, 

third grade, and so on) taken from basal readers of the time. A student was to start with 

an easy passage and then read successive passages until he or she was eventually 

frustrated by the difficulty of a given passage. The purpose of the IRI was to identify the 

reader’s optimal instructional level, the grade or difficulty level where he or she was 
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challenged but not overwhelmed—the level where the student could learn and move 

forward.    

In administering, scoring, and interpreting scores on an IRI, Betts and his 

colleagues focused on two measures: oral reading accuracy (percentage of passage words 

read correctly) and comprehension (percentage of passage questions answered correctly). 

Other educators of the time had emphasized these same measures (see Beldin, 1970). 

However, Betts’s unique contribution was to demarcate performance criteria for 

establishing a child’s functional reading levels: independent (too easy); instructional (just 

right), and frustration (too hard) (see Table 1). Obviously, the advantage to such an 

assessment was that the results would allow a teacher to place a student in reading 

material of the appropriate difficulty.  

 

Table 1. 

 

Performance Criteria (Percentage Correct) for Oral Reading Accuracy and  

                                                                                                                                             

Comprehension (Morris et al, 2011)                                               

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

      Oral Reading Accuracy   Comprehension                        

_______________________________________________________________________                  

Independent level    98%–100%       90%–100% 

Instructional level     95%–97%        75%–89% 

Frustration level             90% or below                  Below 50%                    

_______________________________________________________________________                                                                                                                                                               

 

Note: These criteria were based on the research of Killgallon (1942), one of Betts’s 

students. 
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Oral reading accuracy. At mid-century, the Betts criteria for establishing 

functional reading levels were an important contribution. The performance criteria were 

quickly adopted at the time and are still in wide use today (Barr, Blachowicz, Bates, 

Katz, & Kaufman, 2007; Lipson & Wixson, 2009). This is not to say that the oral reading 

accuracy criterion of 95% has not been challenged over the years. For example, Shanahan 

(1983) stated that the oral reading accuracy criterion of 95% is arbitrary and not based on 

adequate evidence. Powell (1970) reported that the 95% criterion does not hold across the 

grade levels. That is, first and second graders, he claimed, were able to maintain 

comprehension while reading with accuracy rates much lower than 95%.  

Perhaps the major challenge to the quantitative standard of 95% accuracy was the 

“reading miscue” research that came on the scene in the 1970s. Goodman and Burke 

(1972), for example, argued that a child’s reading level should be determined not by a 

numerical count of errors, but rather by a careful analysis of the nature or quality of the 

errors. Unfortunately, such error (or miscue) analysis was tedious and time-consuming. 

Moreover, several studies showed that as a reader moved from instructional level (95% 

accuracy) to frustration level (below 90% accuracy), the nature of the oral reading errors 

changed (see Kibby, 1979; Williamson & Young, 1974). Pikulski and Shanahan (1982) 

concluded:  

Research on the changes that occur in the pattern of oral reading errors or miscues 

also seems to provide some added support for the traditional [Betts’] criteria 

since in several of the studies, readers began to become inefficient and began 

reading mechanically, rather than for meaning, as their performance dropped 

below 95 percent accuracy in word recognition. (p. 106, emphasis added) 
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Comprehension. Betts’s instructional-level criterion for comprehension (75% 

correct) has been less controversial over the years. This is probably due to the common-

sense idea that a child, when reading at a comfortable level, should be able to answer 

correctly three out of four questions about a passage. Nonetheless, reading 

comprehension is difficult to assess, especially when the examiner is limited to just a few 

questions on a relatively short reading passage (150 – 250 words). While acknowledging 

the worth of Betts’s 75% comprehension criterion, Barr et al. (2007) suggested caution in 

interpreting comprehension scores on an informal reading inventory. They stated: 

While the print skills required across a variety of reading situations are fairly 

stable and determinable by a thorough initial diagnosis, comprehension skills are 

not. Differences in content, organization, style, and length [of passage] can make 

dramatically different  demands on the reader, making initial diagnosis of 

comprehension problems more tentative and qualified. It is therefore less possible 

to make a differential diagnosis with  respect to comprehension from one or two 

diagnostic encounters. Rather, ongoing diagnostic instruction manipulating the 

type and complexity of material used and degree and mode of teacher support can 

both pinpoint a student’s abilities and disabilities and guide the appropriate 

sequence of instruction. (p. 179, emphasis added) 

Reading rate. While oral reading accuracy and comprehension were—and still 

are in many circles—the key measures in an informal reading assessment, another 

measure began to receive attention in the 1980s, that is, reading fluency or rate (see 

Allington, 1983). Reading teachers had long been encouraged to record the rates at which 

children read assessment passages (Betts, 1946; Kress & Johnson, 1965; Wheat, 1923). 
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However, reading rate, as an empirical measure, was seldom used in determining a 

student’s functional reading level (e.g., instructional, frustration). It was as if educators 

knew that reading speed was important but they didn’t know what to do with the 

measure. Practically speaking, there were no widely accepted, grade-level criteria against 

which a student’s reading rate could be compared. In the absence of comparative data, 

how was one to know if a third-grade child was reading a third-grade text at a fast, 

average, or slow pace?  

The impetus for paying more attention to oral reading rate came from a movement 

in special education called curriculum-based measurement or CBM. Deno and his 

colleagues at the University of Minnesota (Deno, 1985; Deno, Marston, Shinn, & Tindal, 

1983) found that timed oral reading probes (number of words read correctly in 1 minute) 

in curriculum-based materials could provide important information about a student’s 

reading growth over time. More recently, CBM researchers have argued that 1-minute 

oral reading fluency probes are a good indicator of general reading ability, at least during 

the elementary grades (Deno & Marston, 2006; Fuchs, Fuchs, Hosp, & Jenkins, 2001). 

From the CBM movement, there have been recent attempts to establish grade-

level norms for oral reading rate. Using 1-minute reading probes, Hasbrouck and Tindal 

(2006) published oral reading rate norms on a large sample of students in grades 1 – 8. 

Although their data were obtained under less than optimal conditions (it was unclear what 

materials [genre and difficulty level] the students were actually reading), Hasbrouck and 

Tindal’s grade-level norms represented an important first step in understanding 

elementary-school students’ reading rates.                    
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Validating craft knowledge. In a recent study, a team of researchers attempted to 

validate IRI performance criteria that had been handed down from one generation of 

reading clinicians to the next over a period of 60 years (Morris, Bloodgood, Perney, Frye, 

Kucan, Trathen, Ward, & Schlagal, 2011; Morris, Trathen, Frye, Kucan, Ward, Schlagal, 

& Hendrix, 2013). In their longitudinal study, Morris et al. (2011) administered IRIs to 

250 children in second through sixth grade. Statistics (means and standard deviations) 

were reported each year for oral reading accuracy, reading comprehension, and reading 

rate. Overall, the results tended to support traditional performance criteria in reading 

diagnosis (see Table 2).  

Notice in Table 2 that, on average, oral reading accuracy scores were 95% or 96% 

at each grade level, second to sixth. In addition, the spread of scores around the grade-

level means was small. Thus, when a lower limit (30
th

 percentile) for the instructional-

level range was established, second graders still read orally with 93% accuracy, and 

third-to-sixth graders read orally with 94% accuracy. These results provide support for 

the traditional Betts’ criterion of 95% oral reading accuracy. Regarding comprehension, 

scores fell within the traditionally-accepted IRI range of 75% to 90% (see Table 2), 

indicating that the children were reading the passages for meaning. It should be noted, 

however, that unlike the oral reading accuracy and rate scores, the comprehension scores 

in the Morris et al. (2011) study were statistically unreliable, across passages and across 

school years. Others have acknowledged this reliability problem and stressed the 

importance of being cautious when using IRI comprehension scores to determine a 

student’s instructional level in reading (Barr et al., 2007; Paris & Carpenter, 2003). 
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Table 2.  

Means and Standard Deviations for Print-Processing and Comprehension Measures  

(Grades 2-6)  

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

         Oral Reading     Oral Reading Rate        Oral Reading       

Grade                     Accuracy (%)              (wpm)                   Comprehension (%)                   

______________________________________________________________________ 

Second   95 (4.8)  107 (38)  87 (17) 

Third                           96 (3.9)  119 (36)  85 (17) 

Fourth   96 (3.6)  127 (34)  82 (18) 

Fifth                            96 (3.0)  128 (34)  81 (21) 

Sixth   96 (2.7)  128 (35)  85 (20)                       

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note. Adapted from “Validating Craft Knowledge: An Empirical Examination of 

Elementary-Grade Students’ Performance on an Informal Reading Assesment,” by D. 

Morris, J. Bloodgood, J. Perney, B. Frye, L. Kucan, W. Trathen, D. Ward, and R. 

Schlagal, 2011, The Elementary School Journal, 112 (2), p. 13. Copyright, 2011 by 

University of Chicago Press.                      

 Finally, notice in Table 2 that the average oral reading rates in the Morris et al. 

(2011) study increased steadily from second grade to fourth grade (107 wpm to 127 

wpm) before tapering off between fourth and sixth grade (127 wpm to 128 wpm). These 

oral reading rates were higher than the widely-cited Hasbrouck and Tindal (2006) rates in 

grades 2 and 3, the same in grade 4, and lower in grades 5 and 6. In considering the 

concept of an “average grade-level reading rate,” Morris et al. raised an interesting 

question. At a given grade level (e.g., fourth), how slowly can a child read and still 

benefit from instruction and practice at that level? With this question in mind, the 

researchers proposed the following end-of-grade rate minimums:  
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 grade 2 =  80 wpm; 

 grade 3 =  90 wpm; 

 grade 4 = 100 wpm; 

 grade 5 = 105 wpm; and 

 grade 6 = 110 wpm. 

At each grade level, these oral reading rate minimums are obviously lower than the 

average rates shown in Table 2 (they approximate the 25
th

 to 30
th

 percentile in the Morris 

et al. (2011) data set). Also note that this set of rate minimums is anchored at fourth grade 

by the 100 wpm criterion, a rate that Pinnell et al. (1995) have argued is necessary to 

support comprehension of fourth-grade material.      

In summary, grade-level results in the Morris et al. (2011) study support 

traditional IRI criteria in the areas of oral reading accuracy and comprehension. The 

reading-rate results at each grade level also deserve attention because the rate data was 

carefully obtained through individual testing of a large number of elementary-grade 

students.  

In this section, I have argued that the informal reading inventory evolved from 

clinical practice in the mid-20
th

 century and continues to be used today. Traditionally, 

interpretation of performance on an IRI – that is, how to determine the student’s 

instructional level – has centered on contextual reading accuracy (95%) and 

comprehension (75%). Recently, reading rate has begun to receive the attention of 

researchers (e.g., Morris et al., 2011; Rasinski & Padak, 1998; Torgesen & Hudson, 

2006), and many believe that rate, along with accuracy and comprehension, should 

become an integral part of a comprehensive reading assessment. In the next section, I will 
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describe the “nuts and bolts” of how to administer an IRI and how to interpret the 

resulting scores. 

Administration of an IRI. An informal reading inventory (IRI) is a series of 

graded passages (each 100–250 words in length) that is used to assess reading ability. 

The assessment concept is simple. The examiner starts the student with an easy passage 

(e.g., a fourth-grade child with a second-grade passage) and then proceeds to administer 

progressively more challenging passages until the reader becomes frustrated, at which 

point the testing is stopped. The highest passage level that the student can read without 

becoming frustrated is designated the “instructional level.” With up to eight oral reading 

passages (first grade through eighth grade), the examiner needs to know at which level to 

begin the assessment. A previously-administered graded word recognition test can be 

helpful here (see Morris, 2014). The idea is that if the child can immediately recognize 

80% or more of the words on a given word list (e.g., third grade), he or she should be 

able to read a third-grade passage with ease. Note that such a decision allows the 

examiner to skip the first- and second-grade oral passages, thereby saving valuable 

administration time.  

The examiner begins the test by explaining to the child (e.g., Andrew) that his 

task is to read aloud a few passages and answer some questions. Next, the examiner 

provides a brief introduction to the first passage (“This story is about a hungry fox.”) and 

tells Andrew to begin reading. As Andrew, a third grader, begins to read the first passage 

(second-grade level), the examiner follows along on her copy. She attempts to record the 

child’s reading errors as he reads, but realizes that she has the tape recorder as a backup. 

If Andrew pauses on a given word, the examiner allows 3 seconds before providing the 
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word. When the child finishes reading the passage, the examiner records the number of 

seconds, closes the reading booklet, and proceeds to ask the comprehension questions.  

At this point, the examiner must make a decision; that is, whether or not to let 

Andrew move forward to the next passage (third grade, in this case). If Andrew 

experienced difficulty reading the second-grade passage, the examiner would have him 

go back and try the first-grade oral passage. In effect, after each oral reading passage, the 

examiner must make a judgment as to whether the child was reading adequately or was 

frustrated, in which case the oral reading is stopped. Signs of frustration may include an 

increase in word-reading errors, a decrease in reading rate, or an increase in the amount 

of assistance the child needs to read the passage.  

Scoring and interpreting results from an IRI. Three scores are derived from 

the child’s oral reading of a passage: oral reading accuracy, comprehension, and reading 

rate. These scores together are used to interpret the reading level of a child. 

Oral reading accuracy. In deriving an oral reading accuracy score, the examiner 

considers five types of errors: substitutions, omissions, insertions, self-corrections, and 

examiner help (see Figure 1). Repetitions are marked by underlining the repeated word or 

phrase (the boy was), but they are not counted as errors. Self-corrections are counted as 

errors, because they indicate an initial misreading of a word, thereby affecting reading 

momentum or fluency (see Barr et al., 2007; Stauffer, Abrams, & Pikulski, 1978). The 

oral reading score is the percentage of words read accurately in a passage (100% minus 

the percentage of reading error).     
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_______________________________________________________________________     

 

1. Substitutions: Write the substituted or mispronounced word over the word in the text.  

 

                                                                             saw 

     (the  boy  was)     

                                                                            

2. Omissions: Circle the omitted word.  

 

         (the big boy)      

                                                                                           

3. Insertions: Use a caret to indicate the inserted word(s). 

 

                                                                     big 

         (the  red  ball) 

                                                                      ^                                                                                     

4.  Self-corrections: Place a check () next to the marked error to indicate that the child 

has self-corrected. (A self-correction is usually a substitution error that the child 

spontaneously corrects.) 

                       saw  

     (the  boy  was)      

                                                                    

5. Examiner help: Place an “H” above each word that has to be provided by the examiner. 

The examiner should refrain from providing help unless it is clearly necessary to do so—

that is, unless the child refuses to attempt the unknown word or is unsuccessful in 

decoding it. (Wait 3 seconds before providing help.) 

 

                                H 

     (the  boy  was)                                                                                

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Figure 1. Coding system for oral reading errors in the IRI. Adapted from Diagnosis and 

Correction of Reading Problems, by D. Morris, Copyright 2014 by Guilford Press.  

 

The question now is, how is an oral reading accuracy score (e.g., 95%) to be 

interpreted? Traditional performance criteria can be of help here (see Barr et al., 2007; 

Bond & Tinker, 1973; Johnson, Kress, & Pikulski, 1987). 

 98% or above indicates independent level. The child shows sufficient 

accuracy to read independently, that is, without teacher support. 
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 95–97% indicates instructional level. The child shows sufficient accuracy to 

read successfully with teacher support. 

 Below 90% indicates frustration level. That is, the child is over-challenged by 

text at this level of difficulty. 

Note that there is a gray or borderline area for oral reading accuracy (90 - 94%). This 

“gray” area will become significant as I discuss the present study.                                                                                                                                                                                 

Comprehension. The comprehension score is based on the child’s answers to five 

or six questions about the passage he or she has just read. Answers to each question 

receive either full, half, or no credit. Performance criteria for comprehension are as 

follows:   

 90% and above indicates independent level, 

 75–89% indicates instructional level, and 

 below 50% indicates frustration level. 

The gray area for comprehension is between 50% and 74%.          

Reading rate. Reading rate is the third factor, along with accuracy and 

comprehension, to be considered in setting a child’s instructional level. In this study, I 

use the end-of-grade-level rate minimums suggested by Morris et al. (2011, 2013): 

 grade 1 =  50 wpm, 

 grade 2 =  80 wpm, 

 grade 3 =  90 wpm, 

 grade 4 = 100 wpm, and 

 grade 5 = 105 wpm. 
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Using IRI results to set the instructional and frustration levels. The major 

objective in administering an informal reading inventory is to establish a student’s 

reading instructional level and frustration level. Let’s say that our third-grade student (the 

aforementioned Andrew) attained the following scores on the second- and third-grade 

reading passages. 

         Accuracy (%) Comprehension (%)      Rate (wpm) 

 Second grade  95   83              88  

 Third grade  91   50   73 

Andrew’s performance at grade level (i.e., third grade) is troubling. His reading accuracy 

(91%) is low in the gray area (90–94%); his comprehension (50%) borders on frustration; 

and his reading rate (73 wpm) is well below the third-grade minimum of 90 wpm. On the 

other hand, Andrew’s reading of the second-grade passage meets instructional-level 

criteria in each area: accuracy (95%), comprehension (83%), and rate (88 wpm). Second 

grade is his instructional level. In this study, I will use this type of “three-pronged” 

analysis (accuracy, comprehension, and rate) in setting students’ reading levels. 

Text Reading and Comprehension (TRC) Assessment     

 History. The Text Reading and Comprehension (TRC) assessment is derived, in 

large part, from the traditional informal reading inventory. For example, the TRC uses 

graded passages to assess a student’s oral reading ability, just as the IRI has done for 

decades. Also similar to the IRI, as the child reads the TRC passages, oral reading errors 

are marked, a running time of the reading is recorded, and comprehension questions are 

asked. However, the TRC has a recent and important political and marketing history that 

bears on its design and use. In this section, I will focus on this history, along with 
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identifying some important differences between the TRC and IRI in scoring and 

interpretative procedures.    

To track the creation of the Text Reading and Comprehension (TRC) assessment, 

we must go back to the 1990s when national concern developed over low reading 

achievement in our schools. One signal of concern came from the National Assessment of 

Educational Progress (NAEP). The NAEP, or the “Nation’s Report Card,” provides an 

analysis of the progress of American schoolchildren in different subject areas. The 

reading assessment, administered in fourth, eighth, and twelfth grade, requires students to 

read grade-level selections and answer comprehension questions. The NAEP data provide 

an overall scaled score for each student. The assessment is meant to offer a quick 

snapshot of national reading progress that can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of 

reading instruction within our public schools.                           

In 1992, 38% of our nation’s fourth graders scored at the Below Basic level on the 

NAEP. Thirty-four (34) percent scored at the Basic level, 22% at the Proficient level, and 

only 6% at the Advanced level. Students scoring at the Basic level “demonstrate an 

understanding of the overall meaning, make obvious connections, and produce simple 

inferences to extend understanding” (NCES, 2000, p. 14). The 1992 NAEP results 

showed that 72% of our students scored at the Basic level or below. Moreover, two years 

later in 1994, 71% of the students tested scored at these same low levels. In other words, 

little growth had occurred between the two testing periods; in fact, in 1994 more students 

scored at the Below Basic level (40%) than had done so in 1992 (38%). Our fourth-grade 

students weren’t progressing, and Congress determined that something had to be done. 

That something began with the creation of the National Reading Panel (NRP).   
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 In 1997, in response to the low, unchanging results of the 1992 and 1994 NAEP 

reading assessments, Congress issued a charge to the National Institute of Child Health 

and Human Development (NICHD) to develop a national panel of reading experts to 

review research on the effectiveness of various approaches to teaching children to read 

(NICHD, 2012). The expectation was for the panel to present conclusions on the research 

and to evaluate the readiness of applying the research in the classroom. The work of the 

National Reading Panel (NRP) highlighted five pillars of reading instruction: phonemic 

awareness, phonics, fluency, comprehension, and vocabulary. The NRP report (2000) 

recommended that reading programs should emphasize the importance of each pillar in 

developing proficient, mature readers.        

As is the custom, with the publication of the National Reading Panel report, 

commercial publishers rushed to market with new teaching products that highlighted the 

so-called five pillars of reading success. At the same time, reading assessments were 

created specifically to test a student’s proficiency level in each of the five target areas. In 

2000, a new company, Wireless Generation (now named Amplify), began helping school 

districts collect, analyze and evaluate data that could tell educators which students were 

successfully learning to read and which were at risk for reading failure.     

Wireless Generation’s first project was to offer Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early 

Literacy Skills (DIBELS), a popular primary-grade skills assessment, on a hand-held, 

computer tablet. School administrators quickly jumped at the idea of having software that 

could provide results quickly, along with instructional recommendations for meeting the 

needs of each child. The DIBELS tasks, which had been developed several years earlier 

by Good and Kaminski (2003), were simple one-minute probes of phoneme awareness, 
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decoding skill, and oral reading fluency. However, these paper-and-pencil tasks required 

note-taking and some analysis by busy classroom teachers. Wireless Generation made the 

paper and pencil recording unnecessary. The technology did all the work and the data 

were instantly ready for analysis, comparison, and evaluation.  

Not only did Wireless Generation have technology in its corner, it also featured 

formative assessment, a concept that was becoming popular in the field of education. As 

the NRP’s recommendations began to flood into local school districts, researchers began 

to champion regular, formative assessment in the classroom (Kaminski & Good, 1998; 

Reinking & Bradley, 2008). These brief assessments (e.g., the aforementioned DIBELS) 

were thought to provide the teacher with valuable feedback on a student’s progress, 

feedback that could lead the teacher to continue effective instruction or modify 

ineffective instruction. Wireless Generation commissioned a position paper, The Role of 

Formative Assessment in Pre-K through Second Grade Classrooms (Honey, 2007), that 

highlighted how the combination of technology and formative assessment would allow 

teachers to “save significant time over traditional means, both opening up class time and 

encouraging the use of assessments” (p. 8).   

In addition, the same position paper claimed that formative assessments could 

help reverse the cycle of remediation by (a) identifying struggling readers early on, (b) 

assessing their progress on a regular basis, and (c) adapting instruction based on the data 

(Honey, 2007). The NRP report (2000) had emphasized these same three objectives. 

Wireless Generation cited the work of Southard, Diefenbach, and Darandari (2004), 

which concluded that, in grades K – 2, conducting formative assessments and acting on 

the data would improve students’ chances to be successful on summative, high-stakes 
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reading tests at the end of third grade. In summary, Wireless Generation developed the 

right kind of assessment using the right kind of tools at the exact time when school 

districts were struggling to find the answers.     

The DIBELS probes (alphabet, phoneme segmentation, non-word decoding, and 

oral reading fluency), administered on Wireless Generation’s hand-held devices, spread 

quickly across the country as more and more school administrators searched for ways to 

hold teachers accountable for student progress. The program continued to add more 

diagnostic and instructional tools that could inform teachers which literacy skills students 

lacked and what type of instructional support they needed. Every piece of the learning 

cycle seemed to be available in one program—assessment, instructional tools, regular 

progress monitoring, and most importantly for administrators, accountability.    

In 2008, Wireless Generation took a next big step forward. With the cooperation 

of the Bellevue, Washington school district, the company began to test a new passage-

reading assessment that could potentially replace the traditional, paper-and-pencil 

informal reading inventory. The new Text Reading and Comprehension assessment (or 

TRC) placed the traditional IRI tasks and procedures on a hand-held computer device or 

tablet. Data collection (e.g., coding errors, calculating oral reading accuracy and rate, 

evaluating comprehension responses) no longer required paper and pencil. It could now 

occur on the new “tablet” as the teacher followed the directions on the screen.  

The founders of Wireless Generation, Larry Berger and Gregory Gunn, designed 

the technology for this new, innovative assessment after watching elementary school 

teachers administer the paper-and-pencil IRI to their students. According to Berger, the 

teachers were individually assessing each student, making lots of notes and checks on a 
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piece of paper, when he and Gunn realized that they could use technology to help 

teachers improve this task. Berger has argued, “Although there are no silver bullets in 

education, we believe that innovative technology can help teachers maximize their impact 

in the classroom,” (W.K. Kellogg Foundation, n.d.). Wireless Generation, in other words, 

could help teachers collect assessment data more efficiently, thereby leaving them more 

time for effective instruction. 

According to Wireless Generation’s marketing brochures (n.d.), mClass: Reading 

3D (DIBELS Next combined with the TRC assessment) offers the following advantages: 

(a) provides accurate, reliable assessments, (b) makes informed instructional decisions for 

individual students, (c) rapidly screens and progress monitors students, (d) tracks student 

progress from year to year and class to class, and (e) embeds professional development 

within the assessment process. Taken together, Wireless Generation argued, these five 

characteristics allow for efficient data collection that can be used to instruct, evaluate, 

and then remediate students’ reading performances.   

The research base for the TRC is slim. Thus far, Wireless Generation cites only 

one validation study, which was carried out in Montgomery County, Maryland (Zhao & 

Von Secker, 2008). Results showed that students who were successful on the TRC 

passage-reading assessment at the end of second grade tended to be successful on a 

standardized reading test administered at the end of third grade. Wireless Generation 

argued that this study supports the TRC’s use as a formative assessment; that is, if 

students show appropriate progress on the TRC, they should do well on end-of-grade 

standardized assessments.  
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More recently Wireless Generation has reported additional findings from North 

Carolina that align with the data collected in Maryland. On its North Carolina webpage, 

Wireless Generation has shared a pie chart that claims that the TRC is “highly predictive 

of students’ proficiency on certain statewide ELA assessments.” According to the chart, 

the TRC was 79% accurate in predicting performance on the North Carolina End of 

Grade reading test for third grade (“Make Accurate Predictions about Reading 

Proficiency,” Amplify, 2014). However, no information is provided regarding the 

participants, methods, or data analysis used to determine this prediction. In addition, 

while the pie chart proclaims the TRC’s ability to predict third-grade achievement, 

Wireless Generation (or Amplify) does not provide formative or placement information 

that could guide teachers’ reading instruction, a promise that was made when the test was 

first developed and marketed.  

In an era of high-stakes testing, Wireless Generation’s claim that the TRC is an 

effective predictor of standardized test performance was enticing to public school 

administrators and teachers. Selected schools in North Carolina had been administering 

the TRC for several years, and some districts were further ahead than others in the 

implementation process. However, in the 2013-2014 school year, each school district in 

the state was required to administer the mClass 3D assessment to its K – 3 students. The 

TRC, paired with DIBELS, had become the basic assessment used to determine North 

Carolina children’s reading proficiency during their first 4 years in school (K – 3).  

Adminstration of the TRC. The TRC, like the IRI, is designed to assess oral 

reading accuracy and comprehension. In addition, the TRC includes written 

comprehension questions and error analysis for each passage. It is important to review the 
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TRC administration process so that a comparison can be made to the IRI. In this section, I 

will explain the TRC process for a second-grade reader, Mary. 

To begin, Mary is given a leveled TRC reading passage (softcover book) that her 

teacher believes will be relatively easy for the child to read. The teacher can also use 

Mary’s DIBELS Oral Reading Fluency score (words correct per minute) to help 

determine at which book level to start the TRC passage reading. Once Mary is ready to 

begin reading, her teacher follows the instructions on the screen—either reading aloud 

the directions or asking Mary to do something specific with her book before beginning 

the actual oral reading. For example, if Mary starts with the book, The Statue of Liberty 

(Level L or second grade), the examiner’s instructions to the child are to preview the 

pictures and review the Table of Contents before reading the first two chapters of the 

book.  

As Mary begins to read, the examiner must be ready to mark or code errors on her 

computer or handheld device. The examiner will code substitutions, omissions, 

insertions, and teacher helps as errors. Self-corrections and repetitions are noted but not 

counted as errors (see Figure 2). To record errors on the TRC, the examiner must master 

a series of coordinated actions on the computer screen. For example, to record a 

substitution, the examiner (a) taps the misread word, (b) writes the word substituted on 

the computer screen, (c) taps the ‘sub’ key to categorize the error as a substitution, and 

(d) taps “save.” All of this coding must occur as Mary continues to read the text. There is 

a “pause” button at the bottom of the screen if the examiner needs to stop Mary in order 

to code an error before the child continues reading the text.   
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______________________________________________________________________  

 

1. Substitutions:  

 

Tap the word that was misread on the tablet. Write the incorrect word in the freehand 

space on the screen. Tap ‘Sub”. Then tape “Save”. The word will appear in orange 

with a strikethrough across the misread word. The substituted word will appear in a 

word bubble above the text.     

                        

2. Omissions:  

 

Tap the omitted word. The word will appear in blue with a square outline.                  

                                                                                

3. Insertions:  

 

Tap the word after the insertion. In the freehand space, write the word that was 

inserted. Tap the insertion symbol, a caret. Then tap “Save.” A purple caret will now 

appear and the inserted word will be in a purple bubble.   

             

4. Self-corrections:  

 

Tap the misread word. Tap the appropriate key to categorize the initial error. Then 

tap “SC.” Then tap “Save.” The self-corrected error will now appear in green.                                                               

  

 

5. Told (Teacher Helps):  

 

Record any attempts at the word by the student. Wait 5 seconds for a complete 

response. Say the word. Tap the word you told. Tap “Told.” Tap “Save.” The word 

will now be within parentheses and highlighted in red.   

______________________________________________________________________       

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Figure 2. Coding system for oral reading errors on the TRC. Adapted from “Text 

Reading and Comprehension;” Copyright 2012 by Wireless Generation.    

 

Once Mary finishes the oral reading, the computer prompts the examiner to 

provide written comprehension questions that Mary must answer on her own. The 

examiner encourages the child, per the screen directions, to use her book to help her 

answer the questions. This is an important direction because a lack of text-specific 
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evidence will actually lower Mary’s written comprehension score. For the story, The 

Statue of Liberty, the two written comprehension questions are:  

1. Identify three text features used in the book.  

2. If you could rename the Statue of Liberty, what would you call it? (Use 

information from the book to explain your answer.)                                          

Mary must read the written questions without examiner help and attempt to 

answer them by using evidence from the text. When Mary has completed these written 

questions, the teacher scores her answers using a rubric (see Figure 3).  

________________________________________________________________________ 

Scoring Guidelines 

 

Score of 3:  

Complete Understanding 

 

The response demonstrates a complete understanding of 

the text: 

Addresses the demands of the question 

Effectively uses detailed information to clarify or 

extend thinking 

 

Score of 2:  

General Understanding 

 

The response demonstrates a general understanding of the 

text: 

Partially addresses the demands of the question 

Uses general information to clarify or extend 

understanding 

 

Score of 1:  

Minimal Understanding 

 

The response demonstrates a minimal understanding of 

the text: 

Minimally addresses the demands of the question 

Uses minimal information to show understanding of 

the text in relation to the question 

 

Score of 0:  

No Understanding 

 

The response demonstrates no understanding of the text: 

The response is completely incorrect, irrelevant to the 

questions, or missing. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure 3. Scoring rubric for written comprehension questions. Adapted from “Text 

Reading and Comprehension,” Copyright 2012 by Wireless Generation.  
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Once the teacher has assessed Mary’s written answers, she inputs the scores into 

the computer and then proceeds to ask Mary five oral comprehension questions. The 

examiner simply marks ‘Correct’ or ‘Incorrect’ for each oral question. Once these 

comprehension assessments are complete, the computer immediately determines if the 

examiner should go on to the next book, back up to the easier book, or stop the 

assessment. This is determined based on Mary’s oral reading accuracy and her answers to 

the written and oral comprehension questions.     

Scoring and interpreting TRC scores. Interpreting the TRC scores is 

accomplished instantly by the computer. It calculates the oral reading accuracy and then, 

based on the input from the examiner, interprets the student’s comprehension level. For 

the TRC, the following benchmarks are used to determine a student’s functional reading 

levels: 

 Frustration Level: Accuracy score is 89% or lower; or Written 

Comprehension score is less than 2 points out of 3; or Oral Comprehension 

score is less than 4 points out of 5.  

 Instructional Level: Accuracy score of 90-94%, a Written Comprehension 

score of at least 2 points out of 3, and an Oral Comprehension score of at least 

4 points out of 5.  

 Independent Level: Accuracy score of 95% or higher, a Written 

Comprehension score of at least two 2 points out of 3, and an Oral 

Comprehension score of at least 4 points out of 5 (Wireless Generation, 2012). 
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Depending on the time of year—beginning, middle, or end—a student’s  reading 

level also is assigned a color to signify level of risk. For example, Mary’s reading level 

can be labeled red (well below benchmark), yellow (below benchmark), green (at 

benchmark), or blue (above benchmark). These levels of risk determine how often a 

student is to be progress-monitored. The risk levels are also meant to help teachers create 

instructional groupings that will support students’ reading growth.  

Comparison of the IRI and TRC       

 The two assessments to be evaluated in this study have similarities and 

differences.  Both assessments help to determine a student’s instructional level through 

the reading of leveled passages. However, they differ in both administration and 

interpretation procedures.  

 Administration. Both assessments count the following as oral reading errors: 

substitutions, omissions, insertions, and teacher helps. The marking of each error is 

different because of the method used: the IRI is a paper-and-pencil assessment and the 

TRC is a computer assessment. The one difference in error counting involves self-

corrections. The IRI counts self-corrections as errors; the TRC does not. 

The comprehension section of each assessment is administered differently. In the 

IRI, the child must answer four to six oral comprehension questions per passage. He or 

she cannot refer to the text, but must answer the question based on what is remembered. 

The purpose of the oral questions is to see if the child remembers (understands) important 

information in the passage. 

In the TRC, comprehension is assessed in both a written and oral mode. Above 

the prerprimer or early-first-grade level, the student must complete two written 
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comprehension questions on each passage before responding to five oral questions. 

Unlike the IRI, the child can refer to the text in answering the written and oral TRC 

comprehension questions. In fact, the written questions often require the use of the book 

in order to provide an adequate, text-specific answer.  

A final and important difference in how the two assessments are administered 

involves the recording of reading rate. In the IRI, the examiner records how many 

seconds the student takes to read a passage from beginning to end (this time is converted 

to a words per minute [wpm] measure). In the TRC, the computer tablet automatically 

records the child’s reading rate in words correct per minute (wcpm). However, if the 

examiner pauses the reading to “catch up in recording missing errors,” these pauses 

obviously affect the final rate.  

 Interpretation. The interpretation of reading scores (e.g., oral reading accuracy, 

rate, and comprehension) plays a critical role in determining a student’s instructional 

level. Importantly, the interpretive rules of the IRI and the TRC differ significantly. 

Regarding oral reading accuracy, the IRI and TRC use different cut-off points (or 

performance ranges) for instructional level. The IRI uses a 95-97% range whereas the 

TRC uses a 90-94% range. (Both assessments use 90% as the oral reading accuracy cut-

off score in first grade). It is also important to keep in mind that the IRI, but not the TRC, 

counts self-corrections as oral reading errors. This makes the IRI oral reading accuracy 

cut-off (95%)—already higher than the TRC above first grade—a more conservative or 

stringent measure.  

 Regarding comprehension, the TRC requires that students achieve minimum 

scores on both the written questions (2 out of 3 points) and the oral questions (4 out of 5) 
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to be considered instructional at a given level. On the other hand, the IRI, which does not 

use written questions, requires a 75% score (3 out of 4) on the oral questions to be 

considered instructional. It should be noted here that it is highly unusual to use written 

questions in assessing the reading comprehension of primary-grade (first, second and 

third grade) students. 

Finally, regarding reading rate in the interpretation process, the IRI requires that 

students read at a minimum rate (or speed) in order to be considered instructional at a 

given level (e.g., 80 wpm at second grade, 90 wpm at third grade). On the other hand, the 

TRC records the child’s reading rate on each passage, but does not use the rate score in 

the interpretive process—that is, in setting an instructional level.                                                                      

Word Recognition–timed: A Third Measure of Reading Skill   

In a study that compares primary-grade students’ scores on two different reading 

assessments (IRI and TRC), there may be performance differences. That is, a child (or a 

group of children) may score higher—achieve a higher instructional level—on one 

assessment than on the other. In this case, it would help to have a third, “neutral” reading 

measure to which scores on the target assessments (IRI level and TRC level) could be 

compared. Because the focus of this study is on print-processing skill (the accuracy and 

fluency with which a child reads), there is a third reading measure, word recognition-

timed, that can be used to arbitrate differences between IRI and TRC performance. 

The importance of automatic word recognition in skilled reading is widely 

acknowledged. For example, LaBerge and Samuels (1974) described reading as a “zero-

sum” game in which the reader, at a given moment, must divide his or her attentional 

resources between word recognition and comprehension. The goal, according to these 
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researchers, is to automatize (or minimize attention to) word processing so that maximum 

attention can be devoted to comprehending the text. See Adams (1990), Perfetti (1985), 

and Stanovich (1990) for a similar theoretical stance.  

Regarding assessment, the implications of automatic word recognition are clear. 

First, we can assess the speed with which a reader processes text through measures of 

reading rate (e.g., words read correctly per minute or WCPM). Second, we can obtain an 

isolated measure of automatic word recognition by flashing single words to a student for 

a fraction of a second. This is often referred to as a word recognition-timed test (Gillet, 

Temple, & Crawford, 2011; Stauffer, Abrams, & Pilulski, 1978).     

Betts (1946) introduced the idea of a word recognition inventory (graded word 

lists) in his famous textbook, Foundations of Reading Instruction. He suggested that the 

teacher randomly choose 20 words from each level of a basal reader (preprimer through 

sixth grade). Administering a given word list (e.g., 20 second-grade words) involved 

flashing each word for a fraction of a second. If the child read the word correctly, the 

examiner moved forward. However, if, on the flash or timed presentation, the child 

misread the word (or failed to respond), the examiner exposed the word again and 

allowed more time for the child to decode. Scoring a list involved counting the number of 

errors and computing a percentage correct score for both the timed and untimed 

conditions.   

Russell Stauffer, one of Betts’s students, later argued that the timed score on a 

given list, as opposed to the untimed score, was the better predictor of contextual reading 

ability at that level. Stauffer et al. (1978) provided criteria for interpreting flash (or timed) 

performance on the word recognition inventory: 
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 90% word recognition-timed on a given list is an estimate of independent reading 

level (appropriate for pleasure reading). 

 75% word recognition-timed is an estimate of instructional reading level 

(appropriate for teacher-guided reading). 

 Below 50% word recognition-timed is an estimate of frustration level.   

A recent study by researchers at Appalachian State University (Morris et al., 

2011; 2012; 2013) provided strong validation for the word recognition-timed (WR-t) 

measure, showing that it was an excellent predictor of reading rate (or fluency) across the 

elementary grades. Correlations between WR-t and oral reading rate were as follows; 

second grade = .74; third grade  = .70; fourth grade = .66; fifth grade = .68. Interestingly, 

at each grade, these correlations were significantly higher than the correlations between 

oral reading accuracy and reading rate.     

In the present study that compares student performance on two formative reading 

assessments (IRI and TRC), the WR-t test will serve as an “arbiter” measure. That is, 

when a student’s IRI score (or level) differs from his or her TRC score, I will determine 

which score, if either, agrees with the arbiter score, WR-t.       

Research Questions 

 In summary, although the IRI and the TRC are both informal passage-reading 

assessments, they differ in how they are administered, scored, and interpreted. The 

present study compared the two assessment instruments on both student performance 

factors and test administration factors. The following research questions were addressed: 

1. Is there a difference between a reading instructional level derived from the IRI 

and one derived from the TRC?  If so, how large is the difference?  
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2. If the two instruments do yield different reading levels for students, does this 

happen at each grade—first, second, and third? 

3. If the two instruments yield different reading levels for a student (e.g., IRI = 

third grade, TRC = second grade), which reading level is more in agreement 

with the reading level provided by a third instrument, word recognition-

timed? 

4. How does the IRI compare to the TRC in terms of administration time (i.e., 

time needed to administer and score the test)?       
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Chapter Three: Method 

 

The administration of, and results attained by, two different contextual reading 

instruments (IRI and the TRC) were compared with the purpose to determine which 

instrument provides the most valid assessment of children’s reading ability.  

Participants  

The participants were 196 children (first through third grade) from an urban 

public school in the Winston Salem/Forsyth County school district. There were 62 first 

graders, 70 second graders, and 64 third graders. The school is 58% African American, 

22% Hispanic, 16% Caucasian, and 4% other races. Ninety-five percent (95%) of the 

students qualify for free or reduced lunch.  

Students at the school struggle to read on grade level but perform adequately in 

math. In the 2011-2012 school year for grades 3 – 5, the school was 51% proficient on 

the North Carolina End of Grade Reading Test and 76% proficient on the North Carolina 

End of Grade Math Test. These scores show the school to be more than 20% behind the 

state average for reading proficiency, but only 7% behind the state average for math 

proficiency. The Caucasian students are currently outperforming the African American 

and Hispanic students, while the girls are outperforming the boys in both reading and 

math (NC DPI, 2012).   
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Assessments                                                           

Teacher training. The lead researcher (author) was trained in conducting the 

TRC assessment at the beginning of the 2012-2013 school year. Consultants from 

Wireless Generation (now Amplify) and the North Carolina Department of Instruction 

conducted the 6-hour training with all elementary curriculum coordinators in the school 

district. As a curriculum coordinator, I then trained all teachers at my elementary school, 

including the other four examiners in this study. Each examiner was a full- or part-time 

literacy instructor in my school. The first two training sessions, each lasting 

approximately 2 hours, included an explanation of the TRC assessment and its 

components, a short practice session where participants were able to practice coding 

errors on the computer tablet, and a brief session for discussing how to score the answers 

to the written comprehension questions. A short review session (1 hour in length) 

occurred directly before beginning the data collection. The five-person assessment team 

began testing with the kindergarten students to ensure that each examiner had some 

additional practice with an actual student before collecting the data for this study (first 

through third grade). As issues arose, the team met and discussed how to deal with them. 

(Note: Each member of the assessment team already had extensive experience 

administering the IRI used in this study.)      

A critical objective in this study was to determine the amount of time required to 

administer each assessment (TRC and IRI), and so the examiner timed the assessments 

(TRC and IRI) of each student, beginning with the introductory instructions. For the 

TRC, time started when the examiner began to read the instructions on the tablet, and 

time stopped when the student completed the passage reading. For the IRI, time started 
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when the examiner began to read the introduction to the first reading passage, and time 

stopped when the child reached his or her frustration level on the IRI passages. Stopping 

was determined by signs of frustration in the student’s reading (e.g., below 90% oral 

reading accuracy or a very low reading rate).  

Administering the IRI. Detailed descriptions of how to administer the IRI and 

TRC have already been provided in the literature review; therefore, a quick summary will 

be presented here. The IRI passages (See Appendix B) were administered as follows: 

1. The examiner explained that the student should read the passage aloud at his 

or her normal reading rate because some questions would follow the reading.  

2. The examiner read a one-sentence introduction to the passage and then 

signaled the child to begin reading the passages aloud. (The tape recorder was 

turned on at this point.) 

3. As soon as the student began to read, the examiner started the timer (or 

stopwatch). 

4. As the student read, the examiner marked or coded oral reading errors on his 

or her copy of the passage, following the procedures highlighted in Figure 1 

(see p. 16). If necessary, the examiner could later listen to the recorded 

version of the child’s reading, but this seldom happened.  

5. Once the student read the last word in the passage, the examiner stopped the 

timer, turned over the reading booklet, and asked the student several 

comprehension questions.  

6. Based on the student’s performance, the examiner decided whether to move to 

the next, more difficult passage, drop back to a less difficult passage, or stop 
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the assessment because a frustration level had been reached. (The examiner 

used accuracy, rate, and comprehension performance to help make this 

decision.) 

7. Once the IRI assessment was complete, the examiner used the data to 

determine the student’s instructional and frustration levels and to note specific 

strengths and weaknesses in performance. 

In the present IRI testing, each student, depending on grade level (first, second, or 

third), began the IRI at the same level and then progressed as indicated by performance. 

First graders began with an early-first-grade passage; second graders began with a late-

first-grade passage; and third graders began with a second-grade passage. Again, the 

examiner made decisions on how to move a student (forward or back) based on reading 

performance.  

Administration of the IRI yielded several measures for each student (i.e., reading 

instructional level, time needed to administer the test, and reason for discontinuing 

testing. 

 Reading instructional level (0 – 7). Table 3 shows the seven levels with their 

accompanying performance criteria. For a child to be designated a Level 4 (or 

second-grade) reader, he or she had to achieve minimum scores in each 

second-grade category (i.e., 95% accuracy, 80 wpm rate, and 75% 

comprehension).       

 Administration time. A second IRI measure was the amount of time it took the 

examiner to administer the IRI to a student and then score the performance. Six 
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minutes for scoring (a constant) was added to the administration time for each 

student. 

 Reason for discontinuing the test. A categorical measure, the reason for 

discontinuing might be a low accuracy score, a low rate score, a low 

comprehension score, or a combination of the above.     

Table 3.  

Reading Instructional Levels for IRI and Accompanying Performance Criteria 

______________________________________________________________________ 

                   Performance Criteria 

   ________________________________________________  

Level    Grade          Reading Accuracy        Reading Rate       Comprehension  

    (%)          (wpm)         (%) 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

0 Emergent   --    --           --   

                                                                                                                                                             

1        Preprimer  90    -- 

 

2 Primer   90   40          60   

 

3 Late-First  90   50          60  

 

4 Second              95   80          75 

 

5 Third   95   90          75                    

6 Fourth   95            100          75                                

 

7 Fifth   95            105          75                           

______________________________________________________________________     

Administering the TRC. The TRC passages (see Appendix C) were 

administered in the following manner (see pp. 24-28).   
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1. The examiner began the assessment by reading aloud the instructions on the 

screen.         

2.  As the student began to read, the examiner marked or coded oral reading 

errors on the screen, following the instructions provided in Figure 2 (p. 26).  

Note that in this this study, but not in normal TRC practice, the examiner 

recorded all oral readings for later analysis.  

3. Once the student finished reading a passage orally, the examiner followed the 

instructions on the screen. Depending on the passage read, one of the 

following occurred: (a) the student answered two comprehension questions or 

(b) the student finished reading the selection silently and then answered two 

written questions. The student was encouraged to use the book in answering 

the questions. 

4. After the student completed the written comprehension questions, the 

examiner, using the written rubric, quickly scored the student’s answers and 

entered the scores into the tablet. (See written comprehension rubric on p. 27.) 

Then the examiner asked five oral comprehension questions concerning the 

passage’s content. Again, the student was encouraged to use the book to 

answer these questions.   

5. Given the input (i.e., the child’s scores), the computer immediately 

determined whether the examiner needed to move forward to the next book 

(passage), back to a less difficult book, or to stop the assessment. This 

decision was based on the student’s oral reading accuracy and comprehension 

scores. (See TRC scoring criteria on p. 28.) 
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6. Once an instructional level was identified (the highest level before the student 

reached frustration), the examiner conducted a Meaning, Syntax and Visual 

Analysis (MSV) of the instructional-level errors. A couple of steps were 

involved in this analysis. The examiner clicked on the MSV analysis button to 

go to the MSV screen. Once on this screen, the computer highlighted each of 

the child’s errors, one at a time. For each error, the examiner quickly decided 

whether it preserved meaning [M], maintained syntax [S], or maintained the 

visual appearance of the word [V]. These entered data became a part of the 

student’s record as well.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

In the present TRC testing, each student, depending on grade level (first, second, 

or third), began the TRC at the same level and then progressed as indicated by 

performance. First graders began with an early-first-grade passage (Fountas & Pinnell 

Level D); second graders began with a late-first-grade passage (F & P Level I); and third 

graders began with a second-grade passage (F & P Level L). The device made decisions 

on how to move a student (forward or back) based on reading performance. 

As with the IRI, administration of the TRC yielded several measures for each 

student. 

 Reading instructional level (0 – 7). Table 4 shows the seven levels with their 

accompanying performance criteria. The table also shows how the numbered 

levels (1 – 7) correspond to Fountas and Pinnell levels (A through V), and to 

traditional grade levels (preprimer through fifth grade). For a child to be 

designated a Level 4 (or second–grade) reader, he or she would have to 

achieve the minimum scores in each second–grade category (i.e., 90% 
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accuracy, 2 of 3 correct responses on written comprehension, 4 of 5 correct 

responses on oral comprehension).               

 Administration time. A second TRC measure was the amount of time it took 

the examiner to administer the TRC to a student.  

 Reason for discontinuing the test. A categorical TRC measure, the reason for 

discontinuing might be a low accuracy score, a low written comprehension 

score, a low oral comprehension score, or a combination of the above. 

Table 4.  

 

Reading Instructional Levels for TRC and Accompanying Performance Criteria   

  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

                                  Performance Criteria                                   

           ___________________________________________ 

               

                                            Reading        Comprehension      Comprehension          

Level     Grade           F & P        Accuracy (%)        Written                      Oral                      

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

0 Emergent A, B, C --   --   --  

1        Preprimer D, E   90   -- 

2 Primer  F, G  90   2/3           4/5   

3 Late-First H, I, J   90   2/3          4/5  

4 Second  K, L, M, N      90   2/3           4/5 

5 Third  O, P, Q 90   2/3           4/5  

6 Fourth  R, S, T, U 90                        2/3           4/5  

7 Fifth  V, W  90                        2/3           4/5                        

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Note:  Whereas the IRI included only one passage at each level (1, 2, 3, and so on), the 

TRC included multiple passages at each level (e.g., Level 1 = passages D and E; Level 2 

= passages F and G; Level 3 = passages H, I and J; and so on). For comparison’s sake, 

from second grade onward, performance on the second TRC passage at each level was 

used (e.g., L at Level 4; P at Level 5; S at Level 6; and so on).                                                                                                                       

Administering the WR-t. The word recognition–timed (WR-t) test was 

administered individually to 67 of the 196 children in this study. This subset of students 

was randomly selected at each of the three grade levels. Administration time was 

approximately 7 minutes per child. 

The WR-t assessment comprised seven 20-word lists—preprimer through fifth 

grade (see Appendix A). Previous research (Morris et al., 2011) had demonstrated the 

hierarchical properties of these word lists (i.e., list 1 was easier than list 2; list 2 was 

easier than list 3; and so on). The test had also proven to be reliable and, at each grade 

second through fifth, a strong predictor of oral reading fluency (see Morris et al., 2011; 

2012). 

Testing began with the first word on the preprimer list. A computer flashed a 

single word to the child for one-half second (Barr, Blachowicz, Katz, & Kaufman, 2007; 

Morris, 2014; Schneider, 2013). A correct response was recorded if the child pronounced 

the word correctly, with no hesitation. An incorrect response was recorded if the child 

mispronounced the word, failed to respond, or hesitated for one second or more. If the 

child scored at least 50% correct on a given list, the examiner proceeded to the next test 

list. Testing was discontinued when the child made 11 or more errors on a given 20-word 

list.  

The student attained a percentage correct score on each list (e.g., 15 correct 

responses out of 20 tries yielded a score of 75%). The critical measure yielded by the 
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word recognition assessment was a word recognition–timed instructional level. It was the 

highest level (0 – 7) at which the child met specific performance criteria (see Table 5). 

 

Table 5.  

Word Recognition–Flash Instructional Levels and Accompanying Performance Criteria  

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

         Level       Grade                 % Correct
 

______________________________________________________________________      

 0   below Preprimer          < 60 

 1   Preprimer   60
a
      

 2   Primer    60 

 3   Late-First   60 

 4   Second    70 

 5   Third    70 

 6   Fourth    70 

 7   Fifth    70 

______________________________________________________________________ 

a  
Instructional-level percentages recommended in Morris et al. (2011) 

Research Design 

The administration of each reading assessment (IRI, TRC, and WR-t) yielded an 

instructional level that could be put on a common 0 to 7 scale. This allowed for a 

comparison of performance levels on the three tasks. For example: 

 How often did the IRI and TRC agree regarding a student’s instructional 

level? For instance, a score of 2 on the IRI vs. 2 on the TRC was a “hit” or 

agreement; a score of 2 vs. 3 was a “miss.” 
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 Did instructional-level agreement between the IRI and TRC differ across 

grade levels (first, second, and third)? 

 When the IRI and TRC were in disagreement regarding instructional level, 

which of the two measures agreed more often with a third reading measure: 

WR-t?  

 A final comparison of the IRI and TRC involved the amount of time needed to 

administer the assessments. Each of these questions will be addressed in the 

Results section that follows. 
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Chapter Four: Results 

  

The major findings reported in this section involve comparisons of                      

(a) student performance on the two reading assessments (IRI and TRC) and (b) the 

amount of time invested in administering the two assessments. Before turning to these 

results, however, it is important to establish that both tests were administered accurately 

by the five examiners. 

Checking Scoring Fidelity for the IRI and the TRC 

The IRI, a pencil-and-paper assessment, was familiar to the examiners. On the 

other hand, the TRC, which uses a “touch screen” to score reading errors, was relatively 

new to the examiners. (They had received 6 hours of training with the TRC.) One might 

assume that the different modes of scoring (paper/pencil vs. touch screen) might 

themselves produce differences (or error), particularly since each examiner only listened 

to a child reading a passage one time. To check for error in the examiners’ scoring, the 

children’s reading of all passages (IRI and TRC) was audio recorded. Later, three reading 

specialists listened to and scored a large subset of the recordings (386 passages across 70 

children chosen randomly).  

For each of the 386 passages, a priori criteria were used to gauge the amount of 

agreement between the original and rechecked scores. For oral reading accuracy, the 

original score had to be within 2 percentage points of the rescored passage (94% vs. 92% 

= acceptable; 94% vs. 91% = unacceptable). For oral reading rate, the original score had 
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to be within 4 wpm of the rescored passage (105 wpm vs. 109 wpm = acceptable; 105 

wpm vs. 110 wpm = unacceptable).  

Given these criteria, on the IRI, the percentage of oral reading accuracy 

agreements or “hits” was 92% (N = 213), with the average difference between the 

original and rechecked scores being 0.83 percent. The percentage of oral reading rate 

agreements was 90% (N = 195), with the average difference between the original and 

rechecked scores being 2.2 wpm (see Table 6). 

On the TRC, the percentage of oral reading accuracy agreements was 82% (N = 

173), with the average difference between the original and rechecked scores being 1.5 

percent. The percentage of oral reading rate agreements was 74% (N = 173), with the 

average difference between the original and rechecked scores being 4.4 wpm (again, see 

Table 6).  

In summary, the data in Table 6 indicate that the IRI results agreed more often 

with the rescored data than did the TRC results (92% vs.82% for oral reading accuracy; 

90% vs. 74% for oral reading rate). This finding might be attributed, in part, to the 

examiners’ relative inexperience with the new, computer-scored TRC assessment. Note, 

however, that the average differences between the IRI and rescored results and the TRC 

and rescored results were fairly small (accuracy = .67% [1.50 ˗ .83]; rate = 2.2 wpm [4.43 

˗ 2.20]).   
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Table 6.  

Fidelity of Scores for the IRI and TRC: Original vs Rescored Passages 

________________________________________________________________________ 

IRI 

________________________________________________________________________ 

          First Grade   Second Grade   Third Grade        Total 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Oral Reading Accuracy (%) 

   Agreement between scores  91  98  89  92  

   Average difference                  0.75               0.61               1.13    0.83  

Oral Reading Rate (wpm)              

   Agreement between scores  95  88  89  90 

   Average difference     1.34    2.90    2.26    2.20 

________________________________________________________________________ 

TRC 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Oral Reading Accuracy (%) 

   Agreement between scores  84  84  78  82  

   Average difference                  1.41               1.48               1.60    1.50  

Oral Reading Rate (wpm)              

   Agreement between scores  71  80  71  74 

   Average difference     4.00    4.10    5.20    4.43 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Research Questions   

Four major research questions are addressed in this section. The first three 

questions are concerned with a comparison of student performance on the various 

assessments: IRI, TRC, and word recognition-timed. The fourth question is concerned 

with the amount of time needed to administer the assessments.                                                               
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1. Overall, is there a difference between a reading instructional level derived 

from the IRI and one derived from the TRC? Instructional-level performance on each 

of the assessments was put on a 0 – 7 scale (early first grade through fifth grade). For the 

196 students in the study (grades 1 - 3), the mean IRI instructional level of 3.38 (SD = 

1.67) was significantly higher than the mean TRC instructional level of 2.56 (SD = 1.32) 

(t = 9.2; p < .001). Although the difference between the means (0.82 of a reading level) is 

large, educationally speaking, interpretation is confounded because the analysis combines 

student scores across three grades. What is needed is a comparison of the instructional-

level means at each grade level, first, second, and third.  

2. Are there differences between IRI and TRC instructional levels at each 

grade level—first, second, and third? Table 7 shows comparisons of instructional-level 

means (IRI and TRC) at each grade level. Note in the table that there is a significant 

difference between the IRI instructional-level mean and TRC instructional-level mean at 

each grade level, first - third. These mean differences decrease across the grades—0.97 at 

first to 0.80 at second to 0.72 at third. Still, even at third grade, the children are 

performing almost three-fourths of a level higher on the IRI assessment. 

3. How do the instructional reading levels derived from the IRI and TRC 

compare to instructional levels derived from a third reading assessment—Word 

Recognition-timed (WR-t)? When two assessments, administered to the same children 

at the same time, yield different results, an obvious question arises: Which results better 

represent the students’ true ability? In the present case, should we pay more attention to 

the IRI instructional level or the TRC instructional level? To address this question, I 

administered a third assessment, word recognition-timed (WR-t). The idea was to see  
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Table 7.  

 

Comparison of Instructional-Level Means (IRI and TRC) at Grade Levels 1 – 3  

______________________________________________________________________ 

   N           Mean         Std. Dev..   t   p                           

______________________________________________________________________ 

First Grade 

   IRI   62  2.08  1.26  6.92  .000  

   TRC   62        1.11    .81   

Second Grade 

   IRI   70  3.56  1.26  5.42  .000 

   TRC   70  2.76    .71  

Third Grade   

   IRI      64  4.45  1.59  4.05  .001  

   TRC   64  3.73    .84                                                   

______________________________________________________________________ 

which measure, IRI instructional level or TRC instructional level, was a better match 

with a third reading measure (WR-t instructional level).                                                                                                       

I began by conducting a repeated measures analysis of three variables (IRI 

instructional level, TRC instructional level, and WR-t instructional level) for the subset of 

67 students who received all three assessments. Table 8 shows means and standard 

deviations for the three variables. The IRI mean of 3.31 in the table (N = 67) is very close 

to the IRI mean of 3.38 in the total population (N = 196). Similarly, the TRC mean of 

2.54 in Table 8 is almost identical to the TRC mean of 2.56 in the total population. The 

similarity of both sets of scores for both assessments indicates that the 67-student subset 

is representative of the total population of students in this study.  
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Table 8.   

Means and Standard Deviations for IRI, TRC, and WR-t Variables                                 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 Variable N  Mean   Standard Deviation                                                        

_____________________________________________________________________ 

    IRI  67  3.31   1.48   

   TRC  67  2.54   1.27 

   WR-t            67  3.39                             1.75                                                                                               

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

When considering the three variables in a repeated measures analysis, there was 

an overall significant difference (F = 19.71; p < .001). Table 9 shows paired contrasts, 

indicating where significant differences occurred between paired variables. In the subset 

of 67 students, there was again a significant difference between the two passage-reading 

measures, IRI and TRC. But what about the arbiter variable, WR-t, and its relationship to 

each of the passage-reading variables? Results showed that there was a significance 

difference between WR-t and TRC, but not between WR-t and IRI. In other words, WR-t 

performance more closely matched performance on the IRI than it did performance on 

the TRC. 

To further examine the relationship or match between WR-t level and IRI and 

TRC levels, I used the SignTest, a non-parametric test that is concerned with how many 

values match (e.g., 3 vs. 3) and how many values are below or above a corresponding 

value (e.g., how many 2’s and how many 4’s).  
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Table 9.  

Tests of Paired Differences Between IRI, TRC, and WR-t Variables                                 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Paired Contrast      Mean Square      F       Significance 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

IRI vs. WR-t   .37      .45  .504 

TRC vs. WR-t          48.49          22.46  .000   

IRI vs. TRC                        40.36             26.20    .000                                                                                                            

______________________________________________________________________ 

First, I compared the IRI levels with the WR-t levels. There were 32 matches, 20 

positive differences (WR-t >IRI), and 15 negative differences (WR-t < IRI). There was 

no significant difference between the number of positive and negative differences           

(z = 1.02) (see Table 10). So, in nearly half the cases (32 of 67), the WR-t and IRI 

instructional levels matched, and there was no significant difference between the positive 

and negative instances.  

Next, I compared the TRC levels with the WR-t levels. There were only 10 

matches, with 43 positive differences (WR-t > TRC) and 14 negative differences      

(WR-t < TRC) (see Table 10). This time, there was a significant difference between the 

number of positive and negative instances (z = 3.71: p < .001). So, in only 15% of the 

cases did the TRC and WR-t levels match. Moreover, there were significantly more 

occurrences where the TRC level was lower than the WR-t than where it was higher. In 

other words, the TRC, when compared to WR-t, tended to provide a lower estimate of the 

children’s reading level.                                                                                                                     
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Table 10.  

A Comparison of Matches Between WR-t level and IRI and TRC Levels               

______________________________________________________________________ 

        IRI      TRC 

                                                 

             N     (%)             N     (%) 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Matched with WR-t  32    48   10    15 

Lower than WR-t   20    30   43    64 

Higher than WR-t  15    22   14    21                                          

_____________________________________________________________________  

A third approach to examine the relationship between the reading levels produced 

by WR-t, IRI and TRC is to perform a chi-square analysis on the frequencies (Ns) found 

in Table 10. Is there a disproportionate representation of frequencies within the rows for 

the two assessment approaches? The chi-square value produced by the frequencies in 

Table 10 is 19.45 (df = 2), p < .001. So, there is a disproportionate representation of the 

frequencies in the table. Since there is no difference in the frequencies in the row “Higher 

than WR-t,” the difference must be between the “Matched with WR-t” and “Lower than 

WR-t” rows. Again, we are left with the conclusion that more matches resulted for the 

levels produced by the IRI and WR-t than for the levels produced by TRC and WR-t. 

Also, the TRC, when compared to WR-t, provided a lower estimate of the children’s 

reading level.  
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4. How does the IRI compare to the TRC in terms of time needed to 

administer the assessment? Table 11 shows the average number of minutes it took to 

administer the IRI and TRC to a single child. Even a cursory look at the table shows that 

the differences in administration time were large, and statistically significant, at each 

grade, first—third. To be fair, the computer-administered TRC automatically scores the 

child’s reading performance as the test proceeds, whereas the paper-and-pencil 

administered IRI has to be manually scored by the examiner after the assessment is 

completed. Nonetheless, if we add a generous 8 minutes of IRI scoring time to the IRI 

administration times shown in Table 11, we find that the TRC, compared to the IRI, took 

twice as long to administer and score in first grade (40 to 21 minutes), three times as long 

in second grade (69 to 23 minutes), and nearly four times as long in third grade (86 to 23 

minutes). The large difference in IRI and TRC administration times was a surprising and 

consequential finding. Reasons for this difference will be considered in the Discussion 

section. 

With the TRC, each student had an individual testing time (see averages and 

standard deviations in Table 11). Interestingly, in an effort to save testing time, the TRC 

manual encouraged the teacher to assess multiple students at the same time when 

possible. To do this, the teacher began an oral reading passage with one student, sent him 

or her off to complete the written comprehension questions, and then began an oral 

reading passage with a second student. Because the teacher was testing two, sometimes 

three students simultaneously with the TRC, I decided to calculate an average per student 

testing time for the teacher.  
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Table 11.  

Average Time (Minutes) Needed to Administer the IRI and TRC Assessments Across 

Grades 1 - 3                                                                                                                           

_____________________________________________________________________ 

           IRI        TRC                   

      ________    ________   

 

Level      M       s. d.    M       s. d.      t  Sig.              

_____________________________________________________________________ 

   

First Grade (N = 60).  13.2 5.0  40.1 34.4   - 6.5 .000 

Second Grade (N = 70) 15.2 5.7  69.0 37.4  -11.9   .000 

Third grade (N = 62)  14.9     5.4  86.3 45.1  -12.5   .000 

Total (N = 192)  14.5 5.4  65.6 43.2  -16.7   .000        

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Five teachers (or examiners) took ten full days to complete the TRC assessment 

of 196 students (grades 1 – 3). Allowing for breaks, each examiner tested for 

approximately 4.5 hours each day or 45 hours across the ten days. For the five examiners, 

this amounted to a total of 225 hours of TRC testing (5 x 45). When one divides 225 TRC 

hours by 196 students, the result is 1.1 hours of teacher testing time for each student. It is 

important to remember that the TRC is administered not once, but three times during the 

school year (beginning, middle, and end). Given a class of 20 students, this would 

amount to 60+ hours (9 full days or 18 half days) of TRC testing during the year. 

Conversely, the IRI assessment averaged far less teacher time per student (15 minutes), 

which would total 15 hours a year (a little more than 2 full days or 4 half days), saving 

teachers important instructional time. 
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Chapter Five: Discussion and Implications 

  

This study compared a new passage-reading assessment (TRC) with a traditional 

one (IRI) in terms of ease of administration and validity of results. One hundred and 

ninety-six students (grades 1 – 3) were administered both the TRC and the IRI. A 

randomly chosen subset of these students (N = 67) was administered a third assessment—

word recognition-timed or (WR-t). In this section, I discuss the major findings in the 

study and implications for using these assessments in the future.  

Major Findings  

Students achieved a higher reading instructional level on the IRI than they 

did on the TRC. Across 196 students in grades 1 – 3, there was a significant difference 

in the instructional level yielded by the TRC and that yielded by the IRI. Overall, the 

TRC was .82 of a reading level lower. More important, the average TRC instructional 

level was significantly lower than the average IRI level at each grade level—almost a full 

level lower at first grade (.97), four fifths of a level lower at second grade (.80), and 

nearly three fourths of  a level lower at third grade (.72). Educationally speaking, these 

are consequential differences. For example, if the assessment results in this study were 

closely adhered to, the TRC might designate a second-grade child as a late-first-grade 

reader, whereas the IRI would designate the same child as a mid-second-grade reader. 

Underestimating a child’s reading level by four fifths of a level (approximately 8 months) 

is not acceptable. Primary-grade children need to be taught at the “cutting edge” of their 
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reading ability (i.e., the correct instructional level) if they are to make adequate progress 

in a given school year (Allington, 2006; Morris, 2014). 

IRI performance, compared to TRC performance, more closely matched 

performance on a third reading assessment, WR-t. Students achieved a higher reading 

instructional level on the IRI than they did on the TRC. To determine which was the 

more valid instructional level, IRI or TRC, I administered a third arbiter assessment 

(WR-t) to approximately one third of the students. Results clearly showed that the WR-t 

instructional level more closely matched the IRI level than it did the TRC level. The  

WR-t and IRI levels agreed in almost half of the cases, while the WR-t and the TRC 

levels agreed in only 15% of the cases. Moreover, while WR-t mismatches with the IRI 

were evenly distributed above and below the target, WR-t mismatches with the TRC were 

consistently above the target. In other words, the TRC levels were consistently below the 

student’s measured word recognition level.    

There are at least two reasons why the WR-t and IRI levels matched more closely. 

First, both of these assessments measure automaticity or processing speed. The WR-t 

does this by flashing single words for a half second and requiring an immediate response. 

The IRI measures automaticity by timing how long (wpm) it takes a child to read a short 

passage. On the other hand, the TRC does not consider rate, or automaticity, in setting a 

child’s instructional level.  

A second reason why the WR-t level more closely matched the IRI level than it 

did the TRC level has to do with how the TRC was administered. Examiner adherence to 

strict and elaborate TRC comprehension criteria often led to a student’s test being 
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terminated before the child had reached his instructional level in print-processing. I will 

discuss this issue further in the next section. 

Why did the TRC consistently underestimate students’ reading instructional 

level? Even while administering the assessments, the examiners sensed that the TRC was 

frequently stopping students before they reached their true instructional level in reading. 

Knowing this to be the case, I searched through our data to determine why students 

seemed to be stopped too soon on the TRC assessment. My search revealed that students 

were stopped early on the TRC for several reasons, including low oral reading accuracy, 

poor oral comprehension, and poor written comprehension.  

Students were sometimes stopped on the TRC for low oral reading accuracy          

(90–94%) even if they maintained appropriate oral and written comprehension. For 

example, even if the examiner wanted to continue testing a first-grade child who read a 

first-grade passage with 93% accuracy, the computer would not allow the test to 

continue. The TRC’s assumption was that if the reader performed at only 93% accuracy, 

he or she would not be able to read the next, more difficult passage with instructional-

level accuracy. In contrast, on the IRI, the examiner did not stop the test for low oral 

reading accuracy unless the child’s score fell below 90%. (This is traditional practice in 

reading diagnosis.) The thinking, here, is that the child may have made some careless, 

inconsequential errors, leading to a 93% oral reading accuracy score. Therefore, if his or 

her accuracy was above 90%, and comprehension and fluency scores were acceptable, 

then the next IRI passage could be administered. This type of examiner judgment was not 

allowed on the TRC (i.e., the computer simply stopped the test).   
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Some students were stopped on the TRC because of poor oral comprehension. 

Even if they were reading accurately (95% or higher) and fluently, they were stopped at a 

given level (e.g., on a second-grade passage) if they failed to answer correctly at least 

four out of five oral comprehension questions. Furthermore a child may have read with 

98% accuracy and answered three of five comprehension questions correctly, and still, 

the testing would be terminated. As with oral reading accuracy, the examiner could not 

exercise judgment in this situation. In contrast, on the IRI, a child who read with 98% 

accuracy and 60% comprehension would proceed to the next passage where he might 

conceivably read with 96% and 80% comprehension, an instructional-level performance. 

The third and most prevalent reason for stopping the TRC assessment was poor 

written comprehension. Testing was terminated when the student did not score at least 

two points out of three on both written comprehension questions that accompanied a 

given passage. These written questions were problematic on several accounts. First, the 

children were required to read and interpret each written question without examiner 

support. Then they had to craft a written answer to the question. They were allowed to 

look back in the text for the answer. It seems obvious that a low reader might have 

trouble reading and interpreting the question without help. And, even an able primary-

grade reader might have trouble expressing his comprehension of a passage in writing. 

For example, a second-grade child might read a late-first grade passage with good 

accuracy and fluency, answer four of five oral comprehension questions correctly, and 

still be stopped (designated frustrated) on that passage (or level). This is because the child 

had failed to answer adequately one of the two written comprehension questions that 

accompanied the passage. Terminating the TRC testing because the student did not meet 
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criterion on written comprehension clearly led to many children not being able to attempt 

passages that otherwise they may have been able to read and comprehend. In fact, in 56% 

of the cases where the TRC underestimated a student’s reading instructional level, written 

comprehension was the determining factor (see Table 12).  

Table 12.  

 

Reasons for Terminating the TRC Assessment 

 

 

               First        Second         Third          Total 

 

 

Oral Reading  

Accuracy (%)   44   0   0  14 

 

Oral Reading  

Comprehension (%)   0   6  11   6 

 

Written  

Comprehension (%)  39  72  56  56 

 

Oral Reading 

Comprehension and 

Written Comprehension (%) 11  16  22  16 

 

Oral Reading Accuracy  

and Oral Reading  

Comprehension (%)   6   0  11   6 

 

Oral Reading Accuracy          

and Written  

Comprehension (%)   0   6   0   2                             

 

 

While the written comprehension questions often stopped students from reaching 

their true instructional level on the TRC, the written questions occasionally pushed a few 

students on to passages that were too hard. For example, one third-grade boy was judged 
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by the TRC to be proficient at the second-grade reading level because he could read at 

that level with adequate accuracy, and answer both the oral and written comprehension 

questions by determinedly looking back and perusing the text for answers. On the other 

hand, the child read the second-grade passage at a rate of 43 wpm, a borderline rate for a 

mid-first-grade reader. Given time to look back at the text—lots of time—he could 

compensate for his print-processing difficulties and answer comprehension questions. 

However, no impartial observer would designate, as the TRC did, this child as a second-

grade reader. He would struggle mightily at this level because of his lack of reading 

fluency. This case raises an important question: Why does the TRC exclude reading rate 

as a factor in determining instructional level, especially when the computerized 

assessment could easily record rate and use it in interpreting the child’s performance (see 

Morris et al., 2013)?   

In summary, there were several reasons why the TRC tended to underestimate a 

child’s reading instructional level. However, the factor that stands out in the data, and the 

one that is hardest to understand, is the TRC’s use of written questions to assess the 

reading comprehension of primary-grade students. Measuring comprehension of short 

reading passages is a difficult task (see Barr et al., 2007; Paris & Carpenter, 2003). 

Historically, reading educators have used oral questions to obtain an informal estimate of 

a child’s comprehension of short passages. The TRC’s use of written questions 

introduces a new set of variables, such as (a) can the child read and understand the 

question and (b) can he or she effectively express his or her understanding in written 

form? In effect, one must ask if the written comprehension questions are measuring 

reading comprehension or writing competence?  This is a question of crucial importance 
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since the purpose of the TRC is to determine a student’s reading level, not his or her 

writing level.  

How do the TRC and IRI compare regarding administration time? 

Throughout the course of data collection, I timed all of the assessments. Results showed 

that the TRC, when compared to the IRI, took twice as long to administer and score in 

first grade, three times as long in second grade, and nearly four times as long in third 

grade. Several characteristics of the TRC contributed to this huge difference in 

administration time, including (a) long book introductions and picture walks, (b) long 

passages, (c) multiple passages at each reading level, and (d) written comprehension 

questions. 

In the early TRC levels (kindergarten, early-first grade), the examiner often gave 

an extensive introduction and the child took a “picture walk” through the book before the 

actual reading began. The picture walk could go quickly or quite slowly, depending on 

the student. Often, children took their time gazing at each picture before returning to the 

beginning of the book to start reading orally. Students at the lowest TRC levels (A – E) 

were required first to orally read the text as the examiner recorded errors on the computer 

pad; then they were asked to reread the text before giving an oral retelling of the story. 

These rereads could take considerable time, especially if the child had to move through 

several early reading passages. (Students at more advanced TRC levels [F and above] did 

not do picture walks.) 

Length of reading passages was another factor that contributed to TRC 

administration time. At the lower levels (A – D), TRC passage length was reasonable, 

averaging 85 words. However, average passage length increased to 134 words in late-first 
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grade, to 190 words at late-second grade, to 195 words at third-grade level and higher. 

The corresponding passage lengths for the IRI were 100 words at late-first grade, 118 

words at second grade, and 144 words at third grade. 

Passage length aside, the TRC featured multiple passages at each reading level, 

which also contributed to the length of the assessment. At first grade, the TRC had seven 

passages (D – J); the IRI had only three passages (preprimer, primer, and late-first). At 

second grade, the TRC had four passages, while the IRI had one. And at third grade, the 

TRC had three passages to the one for the IRI. Consider the following scenario. The 

examiner starts a first-grade child at TRC level D and moves him up to Level J. This 

child ends up reading seven passages (five oral questions for each passage and two 

written questions for each passage above Level E). The same child, on the IRI, reads only 

three passages (four oral questions for each passage, no written questions). Given the 

clear difference in number of passages read and questions posed and answered, it is not 

hard to see why the TRC took much longer to administer.   

Finally, the written comprehension component contributed significantly to the 

length of administration time for the TRC. For each TRC passage (mid-first grade and 

higher), a student had to answer, in writing, two written questions. There was no time 

limit, so many children took their time in looking back through the text for information 

and then composing a written answer. It is true that when a child was working 

independently on his or her written questions, the examiner could be working with 

another student on the oral reading part of the TRC. Still, when the first student had 

finished his or her written questions, the teacher had to stop and score the answers using a 

somewhat complicated rubric. Juggling the simultaneous testing of two or more children 
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was challenging for the examiner, and it took time, much more time than the 

straightforward, one-student-at-a-time administration of the IRI. 

Practical Suggestions for Improving the TRC 

This study has pointed out some significant problems with the TRC reading 

assessment as currently designed and used. According to the results, the TRC frequently 

underestimates primary-grade students’ reading instructional levels, and it takes an 

inordinate amount of time to administer, particularly when compared to the traditional 

IRI. In the near future, the state of North Carolina appears to be committed to using the 

TRC for the assessment of student reading performance and the evaluation of teacher 

effectiveness. If the state plans to continue its partnership with Amplify (formerly 

Wireless Generation), then the TRC needs to be modified in order to provide a more 

efficient and valid assessment of schoolchildren’s reading. In this section, I mention three 

possible modifications. 

Eliminate written comprehension questions. Answering questions in writing to 

express one’s comprehension of a reading passage is an important skill for students to 

learn. In fact, when students enter the upper-elementary and middle-school grades, they 

should be able to formulate a written response to a short answer or essay question. 

However, primary-grade students, particularly first and second graders, often cannot fully 

express in writing what they understand in their minds. They are better able to reveal 

their understanding or comprehension in the oral mode. A reading assessment should 

assess reading, not writing. Moreover, if a writing assessment strategy is used, this can 

lead, as these findings show, to an underestimation of a child’s true reading ability. 
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Include rate as a factor when determining a student’s reading instructional 

level. The TRC should include reading rate in its criteria for determining instructional 

level. Reading rate or fluency is a crucial component of the reading process. Moreover, 

rate can be assessed easily and reliably with a simple timer. Primary-grade readers need 

to recognize printed words automatically so that they can devote their attention to the 

message in the text (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Perfetti, 1985). If the child is unable to 

process text efficiently (at a minimum speed), both comprehension and motivation to 

read can be adversely affected. The TRC computer already calculates a reading rate for 

each passage the child reads. It should be a simple matter to begin using this rate 

information in assigning to the child a reading instructional level. 

Use fewer passages at each reading level. Currently, the TRC uses multiple 

passages, especially at the beginning levels, to determine a student’s instructional level. 

For example, in first grade, the TRC uses seven passage levels, while the IRI does the job 

with three (beginning, middle, and end of first grade). Similarly, at second grade, the 

TRC uses four passage levels while the IRI uses only one. Reducing the number of 

passages at each grade should not affect the diagnostic (or level-setting) effectiveness of 

the TRC. At the same time, using fewer passages should significantly reduce the time 

needed to administer the assessment. 

Limitations   

This study was conducted in an urban elementary school where 95% of the 

students receive free and reduced lunch. On entering kindergarten, the school’s students 

function at least a year behind State Department of Education expectations. It is possible 

that the same study, conducted in a school where most of the children read at or above 
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grade level, would have produced different results—both in the determination of 

instructional levels (IRI vs. TRC) and in the time needed to administer the tests. That 

said, there are many schools in the state of North Carolina that are similar 

demographically to my school, and results in the present study should generalize to these 

student populations. 

A second possible limitation was that the examiners in this study were 

administering the TRC for the first time (although they did receive considerable training 

prior to administering the test). It may be that the lengthy administration time of the TRC 

can be reduced somewhat as examiners gain more experience with the assessment.  

A third limitation, at least for some readers, might be that the “arbiter” variable 

(WR-t) was an isolated measure of automatic word recognition rather than a contextual 

measure of reading comprehension or fluency. My rejoinder, regarding the use of WR-t 

as the arbiter variable, is that the loss in complexity (or complication) was a gain in 

simplicity (or clarity). Moreover, previous work has shown that WR-t is a direct predictor 

of contextual reading fluency (e.g., Carver, 2000; Morris et al., 2011; 2012), and an 

indirect predictor of reading comprehension (Perfetti, 1985; 2007). 

Conclusions  

The purpose of this study was to provide a careful evaluation of a new reading 

assessment (TRC) that, by state mandate, is currently being used in every primary-grade 

classroom in North Carolina. My research strategy was to administer the new TRC, along 

with two other reading assessments (IRI and WR-t), to a large number of children in 

grades 1 – 3, and then to compare reading performance on the three instruments. 
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There were two major findings. First, the TRC, compared to the traditional IRI, 

tended to underestimate students’ reading instructional level. There were several reasons 

for this, notably the TRC’s requirement that young children respond in writing to 

comprehension questions. The purpose of a formative test like the TRC is to help 

teachers place students appropriately in a leveled reading curriculum. Therefore, the 

finding that the TRC consistently underestimated the children’s reading instructional 

level is a cause for concern.  

The second major finding was that the TRC took a long time to administer, on 

average, almost three times as long as the IRI. The long administration time was 

influenced by several factors, including lengthy passage introductions, multiple passages 

at each reading level, and written comprehension questions. The bottom line, however, is 

that it should not take up to an hour to assess a child’s reading level. The problem is 

exacerbated when one takes into account that teachers must administer the TRC three 

times during the school year to each child in the classroom. Such extensive and time-

consuming assessment can only take valuable time away from the direct reading 

instruction that low-reading primary-grade students badly need. 

This dissertation is only one evaluation of the TRC—its characteristics and its 

effectiveness—and, of course, other studies are needed. It is curious, though, that thus far 

my dissertation appears to be the only comprehensive evaluation of TRC, a lengthy test 

that is administered three times per year to all primary-grade students in the state. This 

situation can and should be addressed immediately by more independent studies of the 

TRC. The overused dissertation phrase, “more research is called for,” truly warrants 

attention in this case. 
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Appendix A 

Word Recognition Assessment 

 

Word Recognition Lists (Preprimer through Fifth Grade) 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 
Preprimer  Primer              First       Second 

 

and   back   leg       able 

cat   eat   black       break 

me   sun   smile       pull  

is   bird   hurt       week 

go   pat   dark       gate 

play   saw   white       felt 

where   feet   couldn’t      north 

like   lake   seen       rush 

thing   hid   until       wrote 

old   cut   because           perfect 

your    about   men       change  

up   one   winter       basket 

said   rain   shout       shoot 

big   water   glass       hospital 

for   two   paint       spill 

by   how   children      dug 

dog   window   table       crayon 

not   need   stand       third 

who   that’s    head       taken 

here   mother   drove       prize 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Morris, Bloodgood, Perney, Frye, Kucan, Trathen, Ward, & Schlagal (2011). 
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Word Recognition Lists (continued) 

_________________________________________________________________ 
 

Third   Fourth   Fifth 

 

accept   average   labor 

favor   hamster   cripple 

seal   select   hasten 

buffalo   tobacco   frontier 

slipper   brilliant   riverbed 

receive   liberty   settlement 

legend   prance   absent 

haircut   solemn   dissolve 

dresser   disease   plea 

icy   impress   surrender 

customer  miracle   organization 

thread   wrestle   evidence 

plop   coward   width 

bandage  explode   rampaging 

further   opinion   horseshoe 

moat   suffer   grammar 

closet   vast   assorted 

unroll   relationship  soybean 

storyteller  furnace   troublesome 

yarn   clan   circumstance 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Morris, Bloodgood, Perney, Frye, Kucan, Trathen, Ward, & Schlagal (2011).  
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Appendix B 

Passage Reading Inventory – IRI 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Grade Level Author, Passage Title, and Publisher 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Preprimer Randell, B. (2003). Baby bear goes fishing. Austin, TX: Rigby. 

 

Primer  Lobel, A. (1978).  Mouse tales. (pp. 18-23). New York: HarperCollins. 

  

Late-First Lobel, A. (1984). Frog and toad all year. (pp. 30-33). New York: HarperCollins.  

  

Second  Woods & Moe (2003). Analytical reading inventory (“Busy Road”).   

  Columbus, OH: Merrill. 

 

Third  Woods & Moe (2003). Analytical reading inventory (“The Cave”). 

 

Fourth  Woods & Moe (2003), Analytical reading inventory (“Crossing the River”). 

 

Fifth  Woods & Moe (2003), Analytical reading inventory (“The Bicycle Race”). 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Morris, Bloodgood, Perney, Frye, Kucan, Trathen, Ward, & Schlagal (2011).  
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Appendix C 

Passage Reading Inventory – TRC Levels B – T  

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Guided Reading Level  Author, Passage Title and, Publisher 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

B   Smith, A., & Giles, J. (2013). At the zoo. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

       

C   Randell, B. (2006). Wake up father bear. Austin, TX: Rigby.   

    Smith, A. (2013). The big plane. Austin, TX: Rigby. 

    

D   Giles, J. (2000). The merry-go-round. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

   Smith, A. (2002). Nick’s snowman. Austin, TX: Rigby.    

 

E   Randell, B. (2013). The cat and the mice. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

    Giles, J. (2013). Little rabbit’s party. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

 

F   Giles, J. (2013). The helpful bulldozer. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

    Smith, A. (2013). Stuck in the ditch. Austin, TX: Rigby. 

 

G   Giles, J. (2013). Buying a new house. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

   Giles, J. (2013). Tom’s train ride. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

 

H   Smith, A. (2013). The water slide. Austin, TX: Rigby. 

   Randell, B. (2013). The fox and chicken-to-go. Austin, TX:  

   Rigby. 

 

I   Smith, A. (2013). Skip goes to the rescue. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

   Randell, B. (2013). Great lion and tiny mouse. Austin, TX:  

Rigby.  

   

J   Smith, A. (2013). The greedy dog and the bone. Austin, TX:  

Rigby. 

   Smith, A. (2013). The vacation surprise. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

 

K   Smith, A. (2013). The old cabin in the forest. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

Smith, A., & Giles, J. (2013). The skating twins. Austin, TX: 

Rigby. 

 

L   Giles, J. (n.d.). Kwan the artist. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

    Giles, J. (n.d.). The Wind and the Sun. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Passage Reading Inventory – TRC Levels (continued) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Guided Reading Level  Author, Passage Title and, Publisher 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

M   Smith, A. (n.d.). Tricks with a kite. Austin, TX: Rigby. 

    

N Smith, A. (n.d.). The miller, his son, and their donkey.  

Austin, TX: Rigby.     

 

O   Perkins, L.F. (n.d.). The cave beside the waterfall. Austin, TX:  

Rigby. 

 

P   Lang, A. (n.d.). Jack and the beanstalk. Austin, TX: Rigby. 

 

Q   Smith, A. (n.d.). A great sense of smell. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

 

R   Kipling, R. (n.d.). Rikki-tikki-tavi. Austin, TX: Rigby.  

 

S   Perkins, L.F. (n.d.). Tracks by the stream. Austin, TX: Rigby. 

 

T   Perkins, L.F. (n.d.). Fording the river. Austin, TX: Rigby. 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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